Escaped farmed Atlantic salmon grow, migrate and disperse throughout the Arctic Ocean like wild salmon
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INTRODUCTION

Farming of Atlantic salmon Salmo salar commenced in the early 1960s, and by 1982 the worldwide total annual production of farmed Atlantic salmon exceeded catches of wild Atlantic salmon (Mills 1989). Since then, the annual production of farmed salmon has increased to just over 1.6 million t (in 2011), whereas annual catches of wild salmon have decreased to <2000 t (ICES 2012). Norway and Chile produce the majority of the farmed salmon, followed by the United Kingdom, Canada, and the Faroe Islands (ICES 2012). In general, pre-smolts are produced in fresh water in land-based hatcheries. At the smolt stage they are transferred to cages in the sea in coastal areas. Most escapes result from structural failures of equipment, with fewer caused by inadequate operational procedures or external factors (Jensen et al. 2010). Structural failures may arise from severe environmental forces caused by strong winds, waves and currents, which may occur in combination with component fatigue or human error in the way farm installations have been installed or operated (Jensen et al. 2010).

It is not known how many Atlantic salmon have escaped from farms in the North East Atlantic. The reported numbers of escapees from Norwegian salmon fish farms, however, varied between 111 000 and 921 000 in the period 2001−2010 (Fiskeridirektoratet 2012). Although this is a low proportion of the farmed salmon, it is large relative to the sizes of populations of wild salmon. In the same period the estimated number of salmon returning to the coast in the North East Atlantic varied between 1.6 and 2.7 million individuals (ICES 2012, their Tables 3.3.4.1 & 3.3.4.2). Methods for identification of farm escapees from their scales and morphological characters have been developed (Lund & Hansen 1991, Fiske et al. 2005), and
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percentages of farm escapees observed in the catch samples taken in the Norwegian coastal bag net fisheries in the same period (2001–2010) was estimated to vary between 21 and 33% (ICES 2012). High proportions (up to 43%) of escaped farmed salmon were observed in a fishery north of the Faroe Islands, which was closed in 1996 (Hansen et al. 1999). In Norwegian rivers farmed salmon are more abundant in autumn (i.e. during spawning) than during summer, usually with average proportions of 5–20% and 1–5%, respectively (Fiske et al. 2006), mainly because farmed salmon ascend fresh water to spawn later in the year than wild salmon (Eriksson & Eriksson 1991, Gausen & Moen 1991, Lund et al. 1991).

Recently, a set of genetic markers (single nucleotide polymorphisms, SNPs) has been developed to differentiate between Norwegian farmed and wild Atlantic salmon, regardless of their population of origin (Karlsson et al. 2011). This genetic tool will enable studies of the genetic introgression of escaped farmed salmon into populations of wild salmon, and it will also complement the use of analysis of scales to identify escaped farmed salmon. For example, if scale samples are missing or of poor quality (e.g. only replacement scales are available), or if farmed salmon originate from reproduction between escaped farmed salmon in the wild, scale analysis may fail. In addition, because scale analysis reveals the rearing environment, and not the genetic origin, scale analysis may not differentiate between farmed salmon escaping at the smolt stage and stocked salmon smolts. Thus, genetic analysis may be successful in identifying escaped farmed salmon or salmon of farmed origin.

The first reported observation of Atlantic salmon in the Arctic Ocean off Svalbard was made in 2002 (Berge et al. 2005). During the last 10 yr, a limited gill net fishery for Atlantic salmon has been developed on the west coast of Spitsbergen. In the present study, we analysed the occurrence of escaped farmed Atlantic salmon in catches from this fishery. During the autumn months of 2008 to 2010, scale samples or fish tissues of 138 Atlantic salmon were collected, and these individuals were classified as wild or farmed by image analyses of the scales as well as by genetic methods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study site

The Arctic Ocean west of Svalbard is characterised by the warm West Spitsbergen Current, a branch of the Norwegian Atlantic Current. On reaching the latitude of West Spitsbergen, the temperature in the core of the Atlantic water off the shelf break ranges between 2.5 and 5°C and the salinity may typically be between 35.0 and 35.1 psu (Blindheim 2004). The warm waters of this current form the northernmost ice-free area in the Arctic. The strength of the West Spitsbergen Current is mainly driven by major wind systems and the densification of water masses by cooling at higher latitudes, and strong currents in this area are associated with high North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) winter indexes (Blindheim 2004). These temperatures are around the lower preferred sea temperature of ~4°C of Atlantic salmon suggested by Reddin (1985). In fresh water, juvenile Atlantic salmon survive in temperatures between 0 and 27.8°C (Elliott 1991), and optimum temperatures for growth are 16 to 20°C (Jonsson et al. 2001). Similar data are not available for the marine life of Atlantic salmon. Temperatures experienced at sea are, however, within a more narrow range. In the northeast Atlantic, most post-smolts were caught by floating trawls during summer at sea surface temperatures (SST) between 8 and 11°C, and at salinities >35 psu (Holm et al. 2003, 2004, Jensen et al. 2012). The upper preferred temperature at sea is suggested to be ~12°C (Alm 1958).

During September and October 2008 to 2010, 138 individuals of Atlantic salmon (42, 41 and 55 in 2008, 2009 and 2010, respectively) were captured with gill nets in the Advent Fjord, close to the city of Longyearbyen on the west coast of Spitsbergen (78° 15’ N, 15° 40’ E; Fig. 1). Their total lengths and body masses (round weight in 2009 and 2010, gutted weight in 2008) were determined, and a scale or tissue sample was retrieved from each individual.

Age and growth analysis

Age and growth data were obtained from image analysis of scales. Usually 4 to 6 scales collected from the standard area close to the lateral line between the dorsal fin and the adipose fin of each specimen were mounted on a cellulose acetate slide by pressing them with a roller. A microscope mounted digital camera (Nikon DS-R1i) was used to record a high-resolution (12.7 Mpx) image of one of the impressions. The Atlantic salmon were classified as being wild or farmed on the basis of growth patterns on their scales (Lund & Hansen 1991, Fiske et al. 2005). The Fulton’s condition factor \( K \) was estimated as

\[
K = 10^5 \times \frac{W}{L^3}
\]

where \( W \) is body mass in g and \( L \) is length in mm (Ricker 1975).
Genetic analysis

Genomic DNA was obtained from 3 to 4 scales from each specimen, using the DNA extraction robot GeneMole®, and following the MoleStrip™ DNA tissue protocol. All specimens were assayed for 99 nuclear SNPs. All PCR amplifications were carried out in 4 multiplexes, with 26, 26, 18, and 29 SNPs in each. Primer extension reactions followed recommendations from Sequenom (available at www.sequenom.com; accessed 15 Dec 2012). Fragment sizes were separated and identified using Sequenom Mass ARRAY™ analyzer (Autoflex mass spectrometer). The Mass ARRAY™ RT v3.4 software was used to perform the genotyping in real time depending on the presence or absence of a mass peak in expected mass range for each locus (Tang et al. 1999). Reliable genotypes were obtained from 76 of the SNPs, and the remaining SNPs either failed to amplify or produced unreliable genotype clusters. Of the 76 SNPs, 59 were SNPs previously identified as being collectively diagnostic in differentiating between farmed and wild Atlantic salmon (Karlsson et al. 2011), whereas 17 SNPs represent a random set of putatively neutral SNPs. Because not all the top 60 diagnostic SNPs listed by Karlsson et al. (2011) could successfully be assayed for the MassARRAY, additional SNPs were selected from the extended list of 200 diagnostic SNPs (Karlsson et al. 2011). Specifically, 43 of the 59 diagnostic SNPs were included from the list of 60 SNPs, and the additional 16 were included from the list of 200 SNPs with the greatest potential to collectively differentiate between farmed and wild Atlantic salmon (Karlsson et al. 2011).

Among the fish caught in the waters off Svalbard, farmed salmon were identified using the multi-locus genotype data for the above-mentioned 59 SNPs. Genetic data for the same SNPs in 12 strains of farmed salmon (Karlsson et al. 2011) were used as a reference for farmed salmon. We applied 3 analytic approaches to identify escaped farmed salmon.

The first approach to identify escaped farmed salmon involved assigning individuals to either of 2 assumed populations \((k = 2)\) using STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000), with separate runs for each of the 12 reference populations of farmed salmon. We applied 10 000 repetitions as burn-in, and 10 000 repetitions after burn-in, and no \textit{a priori} information about the origins of the individuals. The individuals with the lowest probability \((p < 0.5)\) of belonging to wild populations were assumed to be of farmed origin. STRUCTURE assigns individuals based on their multi-locus genotype to populations while minimising linkage disequilibrium and maximising conformance to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (Pritchard et al. 2000). Because there may be large genetic differences between the different farmed strains (Karlsson et al. 2011), a farmed salmon may show a genetic signature more similar to the wild populations if compared to a farmed strain from which it does not originate, while showing a genetic signature similar to the farmed strain from which it does originate. Hence, highest estimate for belonging to a farmed strain among the 12 farmed strains tested is likely the most reliable estimate for identifying a farmed fish. At the same time a fish of true wild origin is expected to assign poorly to all of the farmed strains (Karlsson et al. 2011).

The second approach involved individual genetic assignment (GeneClass2, Piry et al. 2004) of Atlantic salmon caught off Svalbard to either 60 wild salmon populations or 12 farmed strains using the direct assignment option and the Bayesian method (Ran-
nal & Mountain 1997). This approach finds the most likely population (from a set of reference populations) from which the multi-locus genotype of an individual may originate (Cornuet et al. 1999).

The third approach involved exclusion of individuals suspected as being of farmed origin using individual genetic assignment with probability computation (Paetkau et al. 2004), with only the 12 farmed salmon strains as reference populations. Individuals for which the probability of having been farmed was \( \leq 0.01 \) were ruled out from being of farmed origin.

**RESULTS**

Among the 138 Atlantic salmon collected at Svalbard, scales could be analysed from 131 individuals, whereas 137 individuals were analysed genetically. Analyses of the scales characterised 9 fish as being of farmed background, and 119 as wild. The origin of 3 individuals could not be determined with reasonable certainty. Of the 9 individuals classified as farmed fish, 8 had escaped as smolts or early in the post-smolt period, at times when their total lengths were back-calculated to have been between 161 and 282 mm. The time of escape of the last individual could not be determined because of the poor quality of the scales collected.

Of the 137 individuals of Atlantic salmon assayed for genetic variation at 76 SNP loci, 9 had a scoring rate <80% (i.e. amplification failed in >16 of the assays) and these individuals were excluded from further analyses. Individual discrimination to either of the 2 assumed types of populations (12 farmed strains or the samples from Svalbard), using STRUCTURE, indicated that 9 fish had a probability of <0.5 of being of wild origin (Fig. 2). From scale analysis, 6 of these individuals were characterized as having farmed background, 1 as wild, 1 uncertain, and 1 could not be analysed. The 1 fish characterised as wild from scale analysis had a probability from genetic analysis of being a wild fish of 0.487 (Sval_09_35), and might be a hybrid between farmed and wild salmon. The 2 remaining individuals, which could not be classified from their scales, had very low probabilities of being wild (Sval_10_51: \( p = 0.036 \) and Sval_10_54: \( p = 0.068 \)); these were therefore classified as escaped farmed salmon. All individuals for which the probability of being wild was \( >0.8 \) were classified as wild on the basis of scale analysis (n = 106), except for 7 individuals whose scales were lacking or were of too poor quality to be analysed. Among 13 individuals with probabilities between 0.5 and 0.8 of being of wild origin, 11 were classified as wild, whereas the remaining 2 were classified as farmed on the basis of scale analysis. One of them (Sval_09_24) had a probability of being wild close to 0.5 (\( p = 0.519 \)). The second one (Sval_10_36) had a probability of being wild of 0.787, which is high relative to the majority of the fish classified as farmed salmon, but low relative to fish classified as wild. These 2 individuals are therefore more likely to be escaped farmed salmon than stocked salmon. One individual, which had been excluded from further genetic analysis (Sval_09_23), was characterised as a farmed salmon on the basis of analysis of its scales.

Following direct assignment of individual specimens, 2 individuals (Sval_09_08 and Sval_09_39) were assigned to 1 of 12 farmed strains, both of them among the 9 fish which had a probability <0.5 of being of wild origin using STRUCTURE.

Genetic assignment was used to estimate the probability that any single individual belonged to each one of the 12 farmed strains selected for in the analysis. The analysis showed that for 119 of the 128 individuals analysed, the average probability of belonging to these 12 strains was no higher than 0.01, by which value we ruled out farm origin. In agreement with STRUCTURE, 8 of the remaining 9 individuals had a probability of <0.5 of being wild origin, whereas for the remaining 1 (Sval_10_47), a probability of \( p = 0.877 \) was estimated from STRUCTURE (available at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/q003p223_supp.pdf).

![Fig. 2. *Salmo salar*. Probability of being of wild origin for each of 128 individuals of Atlantic salmon captured off Svalbard. Each individual has 12 different estimates (data points in a vertical line for each individual salmon) from pairwise comparisons with each of the 12 farmed strains](www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/q003p223_supp.pdf).
In general, the results from the genetic analyses using STRUCTURE and the visual analyses of the scales are in good agreement (see Table S1 in the supplement), which means that the fish classified as farmed or stocked as wild from scale analysis are commercial escaped farmed salmon, as revealed by the genetic analysis. In conclusion, 11 (8%) of the 138 individuals of Atlantic salmon from Svalbard were classified as escaped farmed salmon.

Lengths and weights of the 11 individuals classified as escaped farmed salmon were 560 to 700 mm (Fig. 3) and 2.1 to 4.1 kg, respectively. Of these fish, 1 was caught during 2008, 5 in 2009 and 5 in 2010. Each of the 6 individuals for which sea age could be determined had spent 1 winter at sea. For the remaining 5 individuals sea age could not be determined from scale analyses. Nonetheless, analysis of the lengths and weights of these individuals indicated that they were likely of the same sea age. Assessment of maturity of 8 of the 11 individuals at the time of capture indicated that all of them were immature.

Among the wild Atlantic salmon analysed, lengths, weights and sea ages varied between 505 and 925 mm, 1.2 to 8.7 kg, and 1 to 2 winters, respectively. The length distribution was bimodal (Fig. 3): 70% had stayed 1 winter at sea, and 30% had stayed 2 winters at sea. The mean (±SE) condition factor (K) for individuals with data on round weight was 1.17 ± 0.17 and 1.15 ± 0.15 for farmed and wild salmon, respectively, which was not significantly different (ANOVA $F_{1,88} = 0.164, p = 0.687$). The length distribution of farmed Atlantic salmon was similar to that of wild Atlantic salmon that were 1 sea winter old (Fig. 3).

### DISCUSSION

This is the first report of observations of escaped farmed Atlantic salmon in the Arctic Ocean. From 138 individuals captured at the west coast of Svalbard, 11 (8%) were classified as escaped farmed fish. They were captured in 3 different years (2008 to 2010) and had escaped at the smolt stage or soon after being transferred to sea cages from fresh water. Hence, they represent Atlantic salmon from several different escape events.

Farmed Atlantic salmon were identified genetically by comparing the multi-locus genotype with the genetic composition of 12 different strains of farmed salmon. These strains represent the major farmed salmon strains used in Norway (Aqua Gen, Salmo Breed, Marine Harvest). All individuals characterised as farmed from their scales had escaped at the smolt stage or shortly thereafter, and hence may have originated either from the fish farming industry or from stocking of hatchery-reared smolts with parents of wild origin to strengthen the local salmon population. However, no major discrepancies were found between the results of the genetic analysis and the scales analysis, which means that the fish characterised as farmed salmon originated from the fish farming industry and not from stocking of hatchery reared smolts. No fish combined the characteristic of wild from scale analysis and farmed from genetic analysis, indicating that none of the fishes were of naturally reproduced farmed origin (spawning between pure farmed fish in the wild). Intermediate probabilities of being farmed and wild salmon were shown by 13 individuals: 2 of these were classified as farmed from scale analysis, and the remaining may represent hybrids between wild and farmed salmon or rare wild genotypes. The genetic analysis implemented in STRUCTURE gave the most reliable estimates of farmed and wild origin, and has an advantage in that the estimated probabilities of belonging to the populations can be translated to proportions of membership of the genome belonging to the populations (admixture). The analytical approaches implemented in GeneClass gave a weaker signal of farmed origin. In particular, only 2 individuals were assigned to a farmed strain using the direct assignment option. The option of estimating the probability of belonging to reference populations (in GeneClass) was to a larger extent in agreement with the results obtained by STRUCTURE and the scale analysis. This is because most wild salmon were excluded as being of farmed origin while most farmed salmon could not
be excluded. Collectively all 3 analytical approaches proved useful for identification of farmed salmon.

All farmed Atlantic salmon had spent 1 winter at sea, and hence had escaped during 2007 to 2009. They were captured in September and early October ~900 km away from the nearest river in which Atlantic salmon spawn, and the same distance away from the nearest fish farm. Still, if they had been sexually mature, some of the fish captured in September could have been able to migrate to fresh water to spawn during the same autumn. However, it is likely that all of them were immature, and hence would spend at least 1 more year at sea before spawning.

All farmed fish in this study escaped as smolts or early in the post-smolt period, and no individuals had escaped at later marine stages. According to official statistics (Fiskeridirektoratet 2012), 59% of reported escapees from Norwegian fish farms during 2007 to 2009 had a body mass of >1 kg at the time of their escape, whereas the escaped farmed salmon in the present study had escaped at a body length <282 mm (<250 g). Experiments with the release of individually tagged sea ranched Atlantic salmon at different life stages and at different times of the year have demonstrated that individuals that escape during spring and summer have a higher survival rate than individuals that escape at other times of the year (Hansen & Jonsson 1991). Atlantic salmon that escape during spring and summer also tend to return to the area from which they were released, whereas adult-escapee salmon tend to disperse more widely (Hansen & Jonsson 1991, Hansen 2006, Skilbrei 2010a,b).

Escaped farmed salmon are found alongside wild salmon in Norwegian coastal areas and rivers (Gausen & Moen 1991, Lund & Hansen 1991). Hansen & Jacobsen (2003) demonstrated that farmed escaped Atlantic salmon use the same feeding areas north of the Faroe Island as wild populations. Our study shows that common feeding grounds also exist off Svalbard, suggesting that farmed escaped salmon use the same feeding areas as wild salmon, and hence compete for the same resources at sea. Because of weaker homing instinct of escaped farmed salmon (Hansen & Jonsson 1991, Hansen 2006, Skilbrei 2010a,b), we hypothesise that escaped farmed salmon may colonise new rivers more rapidly than wild salmon as climate change makes new habitats available to salmon.
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